


Redefining The Way Millennials Travel



 Imagine! 

 

 



You travel all the 
way to a new country or a city



Who’s that one companion 
that always accompany you
no matter where you go? 



Yes!
Your Smartphone.



  What if?  
 



Your smartphone acts 
as your personal guide 
anywhere in the world? 



Take you around the 
most exquisite personalized 
offbeat tours? 



Too Ideal?
Not Anymore!



Converting your smartphone into a 
personalised travel guide!



Planning a perfect itinerary is too 
Time consuming.
 
Cost optimum tour? Not always. 
Travel time? Always a worry.

Location specific? Too ideal. 



Adionas creates a tour
Sympathizing with your
Location,Time, Budget 
and Personality





We leverage 
Geospatial Technology 
and 
Artificial Intelligence 
to bring to you a hassle free, personalised,  time 
and cost optimized tour! 



  Our Market

 

 



Tech savvy, 17-35 year old
Travellers 

Looking out for personalised 
offbeat tours

Without Definite Itineraries 

 



Hence!
We look to capitalise on   

Millennial Tourism
 
  



  Market Size

 

 



Data by WTM, First Youth Travel Programme
FORBES ARTICLE

Annually, 200,000 
million millennial travellers 

Generate $180 billion 
in tourism.



By 2020
320 million trips 
expected by millennial travellers 

Data by WTM, First Youth Travel Programme
FORBES ARTICLE



Sector recognised as 

Fastest growing 
And Increasingly influential 
market  



So! 
How does it work?  



PHASE 1 

Establish a B2C stream wherein 
you buy the micro tour and the 
system guides you.

This is done extensively in India, Indonesia 
and Brunei initially. 



PHASE 2 

We look to establish a B2B network 
Leveraging our algorithms, integrating 
With online booking firms. 
 



PHASE 3 

Establishing B2G contracts with tourism 
Dependent economies by using the adionas tech to drive 
more travellers to the state. 
 



Then (Selected hotspots)    



Now (Your location is a hotspot)   



Some live micro tours by Adionas!   



And! Adionas didn’t disappoint!   



Kids who made it happen.   

Shubham Kumar   Tanmay Singh    Priyanshu Singh



So! 
Adionas up your next tour! 
Thank You!  


